
Minutes from KMIP face-to-face 12-Sep-2012 (Day1) 

 

Meeting called to order 11:00 am EDT by Bob Griffin. 

 

Roll call was taken and quorum achieved. 

Agenda 

Agenda for meeting was reviewed: 

 Compress use case identification and finish them today. Gives a chance to focus the rest of 

the f2f (near term) and prioritize the rest of the agenda based on the use cases we are 

addressing near term. 

 After use cases, review of how things went with 1.1 and how to improve things for 1.2 

 Tomorrow evening @ 4ET - we will adjourn and have the SNIA folks join in to an 

"informal" call 

 Friday morning - profiles and how to make them better. Also ability to use other encodings 

- JSON, Dropbox, Google API and other non XML based web services as well 

 

Tim moves that we approve agenda, Mike seconds. Hearing no objections/abstentions, agenda is 

approved. 

 

Minutes 

 

Review and approval of minutes for 6-Sep-12 deferred. 

 

 

Vote on V1.1 Candidate Standards: 

 

BobG: 3 Statements of Use have been received: expression of thanks from TC to the organizations 

submitting the SoUs. 

 

Bruce Rich moves that TC resolve to accept the SoUs submitted by Cryptsoft, QuintessenceLabs 

and Thales. John L seconds. All voting members that were present voted in the affirmative. (20 of 

29 = 68%) (used for quorum calculation): motion passed. 

 

 

Open discussion around 1.1 and 1.2 

 

BobG: could we have done things faster? 

 

Tim: Initially thought that 1.1 was supposed to be a 6 month schedule: we cut down on scope but 

did not realize the 6 month goal 

 



BobG: Should have had an f2f a year back. Should strive to do f2f meetings more often and also try 

to coincide with other events, OASIS has a fall and spring conference - additional opportunity to 

piggy back. Worth trying to do it on a regular cadence 

 

Once we get products shipping and having interop, hopefully it should not take an f2f to just get 

basic functionality in. Concern that f2f every 6 months does not make sense from a travel budget 

 

EMC has video conferencing facilities in Boston, Europe and Asia - so that might be a feasible 

alternative. 

 

BobG: consensus that we plan face-to-face meetings on 6-month basis, with next f2F immediately 

preceding RSA Conference US 2013 

 

BobG: Move to bi-weekly TC meetings has introduced delays: so we should stick to weekly 

meetings 

 

BobG: consensus that we have weekly meetings going forward (except for selected dates such as 

US Thanksgiving holiday etc) 

Interop: we need to see more profiles and test cases: current test cases are not matching what 

broader product vendors are supporting.  

 

TimH: Test cases vis-a-vis profiles - focus for next interop. Need to have profiles match test cases. 

Cooperation from the vendors w.r.t. test cases is important 

 

 

Scoping the V1.2  release: 

 

The use-cases which Mike and Denis led have helped immensely. That focus will help us with 1.2 

planning 

 

BobG: consensus that we target 4 weeks to have high-level scoping for V1.2 

Suggest that from this point on, anything that we are tackling must be important to the market (at 

least three members should commit to implement/interop a use case - a barometer test). 

 

BobG: consensus that in determining what functionality to include in V1.2, at least 3 member 

organizations should commit in principle to implement/interop that functionality 

 

Should this be a formal process or informal enforcement? How important is that commitment? 

Harder to lock-in company product roadmaps so far out 

 

We might take a stance that after the first public review: we don't make any changes to the spec - 

unless there is an egregious violation so that we can save time on another public review. 

 

TimH: Realistically, 6 or 12 month cycle for new version may be too short. 



 

Mike: cadence of specification has to be in lock-step with implementation of the functionality:  

Gordon: schedule is a matter of credibility. Important to be able to say that within a certain time of 

spec being done that we will have product implementations. 

BobG: tended to work sequentially on items in V1.1. In next version, work on the things in 

parallel. Also need to have more people work on the proposals. 

 

Focus on more critical use cases: keeping it too broad slows things down.  

 

Mike: need to iterate in smaller cycles. 

 

Define release drivers at the start and stick with them 

 

Importance of engaging non member stakeholders as well 

 
AI: BobG/Subhash: look into how to drive more parallel activity in V1.2 (date tbd) 

 

 

-- Break for lunch-- 

 

 

Review of use cases – Overview and Admin 

 

Mike A: overview of the use cases document that the subcommittee has produced: coalesce how 

we think about how things should work 

 

Admin use cases - Denis Pochuev 

 

Denis presents admin use cases. 

 

Tim H: Are we going to support admin over KMIP? 

 

BobG: distinguish registration use cases vs. end-user 

 

BobG: consensus that we defer end-user and admin/admin use cases 

 

 

Registration use cases – Stan Feather 

 

Stan: Registration is very vendor-4pecific now: complexity is somewhat inhibiting KMIP 

adoption: differences introduce complexity, especially in multi vendor situations. 

 



Gordon: production implementation current does two things: 1) pending device client, when client 

comes in, don't immediately accept: 2) provide facility to extend trust changed, by pre-populating 

devices. Registration is a big problem to solve: can take week to get certs installed, 

 

Mike: process starts from server? 

 

Stan: new array has shown up, need to set up to use kmip: array from vendor y to talk to kms from 

vendor x. 

 

Mike: process to get it to kmip is the issue: for high-volume sounds like admin for array really 

starts the use case. 

 

Tim: in manual case, admin uses password to get credential 

 

Saikat: how does admin eliminate rogue clients? 

 

Stan: implies needing authentication service, such as directory 

 

Gordon: Automated inline client registration does have risk of rogue clients: nonetheless 

customers are willing to take the risk, and monitor logs for rogues. 

 

John: one approach is to have temporary means of authentication for client to server: once have 

temporary authentication then want to load credential. 

 

Stan: this could be done through mutual authentication, e.g. on secure channel. 

 

Gordon: in smart meter case: could make assumption of trusted hierarchy, like onboard 

certificates,  

 

John: we can use KMIP  to help deliver certs, for example in second step following initial 

authentication with on-board certs. 

 

Stan: need to define the commonality across the various registration scenarios. 

 

Bob: Also need to write-up the higher level story. 

 

Denis: is mutually authenticated TLS the end result that we’re looking for? 

 

Tim: the end of this registration sequence should be to get TLS established.  

 

Bruce: once the registration sequence is done, then you end up with the credential. 

 

John: may require asynch operations. 

 

Bruce: may need to do composite operations in order to establish trust. 

 



 

Gordon: for example, also may require communication to establish shared secret, when 

bootstrapping trust, need to make decisions about strength of trust. 

 

Tim: need to be able to reach understanding of how you got to authentication in order to 

understand strength of trust  

 

 

Gordon: three ways of trust establishment: 

- Password based configuration 

- admin and client talking with each other 

- onboard CA 

 

AI: Bob/Gordon]: write new profiles and/or Usage Guide sections for 3 registration models [4 

weeks] (Storage/cloud/HSM use cases) 

 

Server/server use cases – Bob Griffin 

 

BobG introduces the use cases. 

 

Tim: are we talking about key management collision only? Sometimes there are issues in terms of 

use of sequential key identifiers. 

 

John: also occurs in just copying keys. 

 

Saikat: often get question regarding exporting keys from one server to another.  

 

Bob L: Could use URI to prevent collision. 

 

John: use URI for name? 

 

Tim: or delete the name from KMIP: currently have the uid, name and app specific id. 

 

Bob L: unique id should on what owner sets up. 

 

Gordon: Problem is also in caching with restrictions on where keys can be stored. Aligning 

policies is a hard problem. For example in Europe, where making copies of keys can violate law: 

ownership of key has to remain with individual. Need to copy keys is driven by need for failover. 

 

Tim: results in dist db problem. 

 

Stan: copying keys happens a lot. E.g. limited use of copy for specific use. 

 

Gordon: can do this with role-based access control. But need to have way of identifying owners of 

keys and of identifying servers. For example, want to do get one particular set of keys. 

 



Stan: also in case where partner may have their own server. 

 

Tim: capability may be provided by client to server services rather directly server to server. 

 

Gordon: one alternative is proxy model: cf to NFS 

 

Bob L.: in copying, need to consider the audit case: need to have confirmation that policy is being 

followed , specifically between servers 

 

Mike: could be done through existing client in the middle between servers in one enterprise and 

another.  

 

Tim: trust could require intermediaries.  

 

Gordon: crypto usage provides mechanism to limit use of keys. 

 

John: stream will also involve s2s, including performance and trust issues caused by 

intermediaries. 

 

BobG: consensus that we defer server-to-server key migration use cases 

 

AI: Gordon/Bob): investigate and report back to TC on whether we should support a mechanism 

for identifying the master when copying keys [date tbd] (S2S, storage) 

 

 

 

Storage Use Cases – Gordon Arnold 

 

Gordon: interop case of decrypting other vendor tape media.  

 

Tim: should also address this with virtual tape vendors 

 

Gordon: also issue or how do you validate that key gets created, deleted, etc 

 

Gordon: Need to support proxy case for establishing TLS. Default behavior is that keys are 

associated with TLS identity: want keys associated with the device that came in, not the TLS cert.  

 

Time: if you’ve wired the key to TLS, can't do this use case. 

 

Gordon: have to understand what happening at lower level in order to get this use case to work. 

 

Bruce: Requires testing at device credential level. 

 

Tim: is this a profile, rather than use case? 

 

Gordon: could define a TLS proxy profile for v1.2  



Saikat: also need use case where storage device modifies key attributes. 

 

 

AI: Gordon: determine whether to include TLS Proxy profile in V1.2 

 

AI: Saikat/Gordon: determine whether to include” storage-device-modifies key attributes” as use 

case for V1.2 
 

 

 

Cloud Use Cases – Bob G. 

 

BobG presents use cases. 

 

Gordon: escrow use case not captured, such as driven by law. Also, there is a set of cases where 

data or keys are in cloud for period of time, then keys deleted for data erasure: have to let cloud 

have copy of keys. 

 

Tim: alternatively want to have key request come back to enterprise, or perhaps require HSM. 

 

Mike: in this case could require CSP to come back to enterprise to validate key. What use cases do 

we hear about that we can bring most value to? 

 

Tim: these and other use cases imply more info about key. Like an escrow attribute: use by date, 

etc. 

 

Bob L: also attestation that key destroy was done 

 

Tim: requires capability to deactivate at the CSP target, not original enterprise km server. 

 

Bruce: also ties to the export case in the need to feed back results. 

 

Saikat: key ownership may address this issue. 

 

Tim: location will require history, not just current information 

 

Gordon: we can give advice to CSP around what to do, particularly in terms of trusted third party 

kmip interaction that determines things like whether keys can be moved. For example, hosted 

infrastructure not allowed access to keys. 

 

Mike: trusted third party could be like special CSP, independent of enterprise and of CSP. 

 

BobG: consensus that we defer cloud key policy use cases 

 

BobG: consensus that we defer cloud server-to-server key migration use cases 

 



 

 

HSM Use Cases – Denis / Saikat) 

 

Denis: not all use cases for HSMs covered. For example, differentiate between monitoring key and 

generating key on partition,  

 

Tim: should not use “partition”: that's a vendor term. Are HSMs supportable now? 

 

Bruce: can do all these use cases in kmip today: 

 

Tim: except for reporting on capacity at HSM level rather than key level. 

 

Denis: could do this by attaching capacity attribute to HSM 

 

Gordon: would be good to know that a key is in a protected key store 

 

Tim: is that opening door to other attributes? 

 

Denis: could be HSM rather than key attributes 

 

Tim: can support metadata-only key (MDO) currently by making key value optional. 

 

Bruce: value not required in register: would have to changed for wrapped key 

 

Gordon: would like explicit attribute that value is not present.  

 

John: also raises questions about virtual key managers within a kms. 

 

Denis: need to support use case where keys created on server and wrapped and sent to HSM. 

 

Tim: did it wrap to be unwrapped in HSM? 

 

John: if server/HSM roles are reversed, this is definitely done. 

 

Gordon: also support encrypt, decrypt in protocol comes up. 

 

 

- Break - 

 

 

Stream Use Cases = John Leiseboer 

 

JohnL: not yet represented in kmip: we could represent fragment through stream id, offset, and 

length 

 



Stan: lots of streams don’t go back to earlier frame: offset could be difficult? 

 

JohnL: issue comes up of how much buffering needs to be done. Other issues include: 

 

- Using push model vs. having persistent connection  

- How registration is done 

- Temporary association between clients, such as a group.  

- Automatic deregistration of connections between clients. 

- Deactivate stream 

 

John: much of this can be built from what we have already in KMIP 

 

Tim: concepts are applicable. 

 

Bruce: could include much of this as a result of expanded HSM support. 

 

Tim: need to generalize to client and server registration 

 

Stan: is there client to client interaction? 

 

JohnL: Server to server is there, not client to client. 

 

Tim: stream is mapped to a set of connections 

 

Bruce: also have one writer, multiple readers 

 

 

Adjourn 

 

Tim H moves that we adjourn: Mike A. seconds. Hearing no objections or abstentions, Day 1 

meeting is adjourned at 5:00 pm EDT. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


